NEW PRODUCTS

BIRD TREATS
Rexotic Products of Portland, Oregon announces the production of a line of bird treats. The treats include three for finches, three for cockatiels and small parrots, four for canaries and five for parakeets plus two all purpose grits. The packages are color coded for easy identification. All the seed treats have been mixed with vitamins and minerals. Shelf talkers are available to help promote the line. The whole line is under Rexotic's "Nature Boy" label. Mert Feathers is the representative for the Nature Boy treat line in the west.
REXOTIC PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. Box 961, Beaverton, Oregon 97075
(503) 239-5770

BATTERY CANDLER
New replaceable AA battery candler introduced from MGS, Inc.
According to the manufacturer, this unique, lightweight, flexible light can be bent to any configuration and the brilliant pre-focused bulb assembly on the end of a slender 10" shaft can easily candle most eggs in the nest — without disturbing the adult or touching the egg!
For more information regarding this Probe-Lite™ and other inexpensive diagnostic products, contact:
MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES, INC.
P.O. Box 1441, Brandon, Florida 33511
(813) 685-1727

Mid-Atlantic States to Hold Veterinarians Conference on Avian Diseases
June 16-19, 1985
The Columbia Inn
Columbia, Maryland

Psittacosis, biotechnology, finch health and much more, discussed by national authorities at an outstanding modern lakeside location in June 1985, will provide unique opportunities for veterinary practitioners, diagnosticians and researchers to share many items of common concern. Held in the New City of Columbia, Maryland, the meeting will be steps away from excellent restaurants, recreational facilities and free parking. The Baltimore-Washington International Airport is a convenient 30 minute ($7) limousine ride away. Many attractions in Baltimore and Washington, D.C. are similarly within close driving distance.

Prominent speakers will focus on psittacosis, emphasizing information of practical and immediate importance to both practitioners and laboratory workers, during a Chlamydiosis Symposium currently set for Tuesday, June 18.

Sessions dealing with advances in rapid avian diagnostic biotechnology (ELISA) are being planned for Monday or Tuesday, June 17 or 18 in conjunction with solicited scientific papers and case reports. Expert presentations on finch and waterfowl diseases are presently scheduled for Wednesday morning, June 19.

A bus trip will be available on Monday evening for those interested in visiting Baltimore's exciting Inner Harbor where opportunities for good fellowship, browsing and seafood and gourmet dining will abound.

Hosted by the Virginia-Maryland Regional College of Veterinary Medicine, the conference is jointly sponsored by two prominent regional groups: the Pennsylvania Association of Avian Veterinarians, organizers of the popular annual Mid-Atlantic Avian Medicine Seminar for Veterinarians; and the Northeastern Conference on Avian Diseases, now in its 57th year of serving poultry and avian veterinarians and scientists in the Northeastern U.S. and Eastern Canadian Provinces.

Featured in recent magazine articles, Columbia, Maryland is considered a model of planned city development. Its stimulating residential and business areas blend with open woodlands, walking paths and ample recreational facilities.

Contact person for the combined conference is Dr. E. T. Mallinson, Grayson Laboratory, VA-MD Regional College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742, (301) 454-3635.

Plan to attend a most important seminar . . .

BASIC AVIAN VETERINARIAN MEDICINE
a part of AFA's 11th Annual Convention
in San Francisco, California
August 7 - 12, 1985

The following list of veterinarians and subjects are scheduled:

Fred Soifer, DVM, Houston, TX
Respiratory Diseases

R. Dean Axelson, DVM, Toronto, Canada
Anesthesia and Radiology

Alan M. Fudge, DVM, Sacramento, CA
Avian Clinical Pathology

Chuck Galvin, DVM, Ignacio, CA
Avian Practice Tips

In addition:
Clinical case reports by above speakers
Panel Discussion/Questions:
Drs. Soifer, Axelson, Fudge, Galvin and Stoddard

NOTE:
Dr. Hannis Stoddard will participate in Panel, but is not presenting a talk.

For additional information, contact
c/o AFA home office address.